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It is well known that simple eigenvalues are bifurcation points of nonlinear 
equations [6, 171, and abstract theoretical iteration schemes have been devised 
for computing the bifurcating solutions [4, 111. However, these schemes are 
difficult to implement in practice. For compact equations a common approach 
has been to discretize the equation and obtain a finite-dimensional approxima- 
tion [2, 161. After the approximation was obtained, classical numerical methods 
were used in the computations of bifurcation branches instead of finding these 
solutions by bifurcation techniques. 
It is shown that without assuming any compactness, a Gale&m approach 
may be used to find a finite-dimensional approximation and that the resulting 
equations can easily and efficiently be solved by bifurcation methods similar 
to those of [4]. 
After it is shown that eigenvalues of odd multiplicity are bifurcation points 
of mth-order nonlinear two-point boundary value problems, the techniques 
developed are applied to the solution of two-point boundary value problems. 
Finally the results of several experiments are included and discussed. 
1. GENERAL GALERKIN APPROACH 
Let X be a real Banach space and consider the nonlinear equation 
Ax = Lx + G(h, x) (1) 
in R x X, where L is a densely defined closed linear map with domain D(L) 
and G(X, x) is a higher-order map. The range and null space of an operator are 
denoted R(.) and N(e), respectively. Suppose that h, is a simple eigenvalue of L, 
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that is, dim N&Z - 15) = dim Uf, N((A,J - L)z) = 1, and that A,,Z - L is 
a Fredholm operator of index zero [18]. (This implies X = N&J-L) @ 
R&J-L) [18].) Suppose further that G(X, x) is a continuously (Frechet) 
differentiable [15, p. 401 map of a neighborhood of (A,, , 0) E R x X into X 
satisfying 
GO, 4 = 4 x II) 
uniformly for h near h, . 
and G,(A 4 = 4 x II) (2) 
The eigenvalue A,, is said to be a bifurcation point of Eq. (1) if every neigh- 
borhood of (h, , 0) contains a solution (A, x) f (A, 0) satisfying Eq. (1). 
It is well known that 
THEOREM 1. Under the above hypothesis h, is a bifurcation point of Eq. (1) 
and the bifurcating solutions (A, x) are uniquely of the form 
A = h(E), x = x(c) = EUO + ED(E), 
where A(E) and V(C) are continuous functions of a real parameter E, for E in a nezkh- 
boyhood of zero and h(0) = A, , 0 # u, E N(A,J - L), V(C) E R&I -L), and 
v(0) = 0. 
Proof. See [6, 171. 
We are concerned with developing a practical method for computing the 
bifurcating solutions of Eq. (1). To this end we assume X has a basis x,, , x1 ,..., 
where x, E D(L), i = 0, I,... . That is, for each x E X there exists a unique 
sequence {a,(x)} of real numbers such that lim,,, /I CF=, a,(x) x, - a I/ = 0. 
For each n we let 
-Y, = span@, , x1 ,... x,}, 
and define the canonical projection P, of X onto X, by 
P,x = 2 a,(x) x, . 
i=O 
It can be shown [7, p. 881 that the P,, have uniformly bounded norms; that is, 
there exists a K such that I] P,, [ 1 < h for all n. 
We show that solutions of Eq. (1) can be approximated by solutions of Eq. (1) 
restricted to suitably chosen X, . 
Let R(XI - P,,L), = (AI - P-L) X, . If S is a linear map on X, whose 
restriction to R(hl - P,L)* is a one-one map of R(AI - P,L)* onto itself, its 
inverse there will be denoted by S;;‘. 
Suppose now that there exists a subsequence {n,> of integers such that for 
u~EN(&I-L) and ([u,,II = 1 
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Hl. There exists a sequence of simple eigenvalues A,‘ of P,,,L with 
corresponding eigenvectors vn, , (1 F~, I/ = 1 such that A,, --+ A, and q~,,, -+ u,, . 
H2. The operators &,I - P,*L are one-one maps of I?(hnzl - P,,L), onto 
itself with uniformly bounded inverses. 
Now H2 implies that X%, = W&I - PpL;L) 0 R(L,Z - PnIL)* . Let Q,,, 
be the canonical projection of -Yn onto N(X,,I - P,L) and let Qz, = I - Qnz . 
We shall further assume 
H3. The Qz, are uniformly bounded and Q$,Pn,x -+ x for x E R&J - L). 
In the sequel we give reasonable conditions which imply Hl-H3. Hl and H2 
imply 
LEMMA 2. There is a neighborhood of A, such that for all sujiciently large n, 
the operators (Al - P,,L)-l exist and are uniformly bounded (as maps on R&I - 
PntL)*) for h in the neighborhood. 
Proof. Suppose the conclusion of the lemma were not true. Then we can 
find a subsequence {m,} of {nl} and real numbers {pm,) such that pm, -+ A, 
and 11(&,1- P,,L)-I j[ -+ co. This in turn implies the existence of a sequence 
{Ye, 1 suchthatynE, EW,,,,I- prn,L)*, /iytn, II= 1, andli(L,~- Pn,IL)~m,l II - 0. 
But’ 
lI(Bn$ - Pm+) ?‘n,, II = lwn, - L,) ?‘,,a, + (Lo - P ,,,, L) ynt, II 
3 IW,~ - cn,L) Ym, II - I tL, - A” I - I 4J - L, I + 0. 
Hence the result. 
We can now prove our main results. 
THEOREM 3. Under hypotheses Hl-H3 there exzst an c0 > 0 and N such that 
for all j E [ < E,, and n, > N there is a unique solution (An,(e), x~,(E)) of the equation 
Xx = P,JLx + G(h, x)] (3) 
over ii2 x xn, , where &(E) and x~,(E) are continuous functions of E, h,,(O) = An, , 
x,~(E) = E(P,, + EV,,(E), on1 E R(XnaI - P,!L), , and z!,~(O) = 0. Moreover the 
v,, are uniformly bounded. e 
Proof. For each n, , x f X,,, is uniquely of the form x == lcp~, + v, where 
P = 8$,x. Thus Eq. (3) is equivalent to the system 
v = rl(u - P,,L)I? Gn,.& E(S, + 71)) = V(A, E, v), W) 
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where 
and 
(see [4, 171). 
Using an application of the contraction mapping theorem [8, p. 2601 we show 
the existence of a unique solution of Eqs. (4a), (4b). To this end we obtain 
estimates of the norms of the derivatives of A and V. 
Now 
II 40, l 3 4II G I E 1-l II Qn, II It &a111 It GO, 4vn4 + o)>ll 
G cl I E I-’ II ‘W, +n, + v)>, 
(5) 
where cl > 0 is independent of ni . Similarly 
II 40, ~3 @II < II Qn, II II &a< IIII G II < cl II ‘&(A hat + 411 . (6) 
To estimate derivatives of V we have by Lemma 2 
II VA@, ~9 ,411 G I E I-l{llW - Pn$>G1 II2 II 8:‘ II II J’n< II II G II 
+ IIW - Pn,O-,’ II II Qn*, IIII Cl II II GA II> (7) 
G I E 1-l (~2 IIW, +n< + 4)II + cs II GG4 +s< + 4)llh 
where c, and c, are constants independent of n2, for A sufficiently near A,, . Last, 
we have 
II ~&t ~3 @I ,< IIW - J’n&! II II Qn*, IIII Pn, II II Gw II 
,< ~3 II GO, 4~n, + 4)II . 
In addition 
I4,f, 4 - Aat I < I E I-’ II Qn, II II R, II II G II < c, I c 1-l II W, +,a+ + 4)II t9j 
and 
II W, ~,4l G I 6 I-’ IIW - K&L1 II II Qn, II II Cd II II G II 
< ~3 I E I-’ II G(h 4~)n< + 4)II . (10) 
For anydifferentiablemap of a spherewehave([F(x) --F( r)ll< (sup(JF’(w)ll) x 
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11 x - y 11 [8, pp. 153-1551. Thus for each sufficiently large tli , by a choice of E,, 
(independent of n,) sufficiently small it follows from Eqs. (5x10) and (2) that 
there exist constants 01 andp (also independent of n,) such that for each 1 E 1 < f0 , 
the map (A, v) -+ (A@, E, v), V(X, E, VI)) is a contraction map of the set 
into itself with unique fixed points h = &Jr) and v = ~,fi). Moreover, the 
functions h,fi) and V,,(E) are continuous [8, p. 2601. By Eqs. (9) and (10) it 
follows that the v,,* are uniformly bounded. 
From the proof of Theorem 3 and the fact that (AI - Qz,P,&e = 
(AZ - Pn4L)v for z, E R(&, - P,,L), and AI - Q$,Pn,L has a bounded inverse 
for all h near &, , we have 
THEOREM 4. For nd > N and 1 E ] ,< q, the functions &I(e) and V,,(E) can be 
found as the limits of the functions defined iteratively by 
qk) = h2, , v:;(c) = 0, 
Xi;%) = A,,, + ~-1G,,,,(~~;(4 +nl + d’;(4)>, 
@:;(4 I- Q:&& v:,+%) = l n,.dk’;(4 pln, + d’;(4)), 
where 
We will show that (&(G), zn,(E)) converges uniformly to (A(E), X(C)). But first 
we show that with our hypothesis 
LEMMA 5. The sequences {PSlv(e)} and (Q$,Pn,v(~)} converge uniformZy to V(C) 
on suficiently small closed intervals about zero. 
Proof. We give the proof for {Q~PnSv(~)}, as the proof for (P,,6v(e)) is similar. 
Let 6 > 0. By continuity and H3, for each z in a small closed interval abqut zero 
there exist a neighborhood iV& about E and an integer N(e) such that 
II QZiCzpk> - +>II < W f or n, > N(E), and for 2 E IkZ, we have 11 V(C) - 
v(Z)jJ < 8/2(K + l), where K = sup jIQz,P”, I). Hence by compactness there 
exists a finite number of neighborhoods MC, ,..., MC, which cover the interval. 
Let m = max{N(e,) ,..., N(QJ}. Then if nt, > m and e E M, > , 
II Qn*,f'n,+) - v(4ll < II(Q:$'n, - 1) (~(4 - +A11 + II(Q$pn, - 0 vMll 
< s/2 + s/2 = 6. 
Hence the result. 
4=‘9/7=‘/=7 
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THEOREM 6. If L satisfies Hl-H3 then for E in a closed interval about zero the 
solutions b,(F) and x,+(e) converge unifomly to A(E) and x(e). 
Proof. Define 
fn,b t> = (1 - t) (44 40 + 44)) + t@?&h 4Pnd + %2‘(4> 
and 
A&, t) = (1 - t) X(E) + th&). 
By Eq. (2) and Theorem 3 we can choose r,, so small that for all large ni ,I E 1 < E,, 
andO<t < 1,we have 
k I e I-’ II Wf& t)>ll < 2, (13) 
k. II G(f& Q)ll > k II Gr(fn,(r, W < a, (14) 
WL,(~, 0 I- K&L1 II2 II @f&t t>>ll + Ilo(n,(~, W- C&L1 II II G(f& t))ll> 
< TL (1% 
and 
where 
k II&& t) I- +X1 II II Gz(fn,k, t>)ll G h (16) 
k >, SUP~III - Pst II , II Pn, II (II Qn, II + II QZJ iI)}. 
Let 6 > 0. There exists an M such that for all ni > M and ) E I < co 
IIV - cl,) f44II G 61 9 IIV - Qn*pnJ 44II G *I 3 
and 11 u, - p,,, 1) < 6,/k, where 8, < a/22. 
We will show that for each n, 3 M, I&!(E), u, + V(C)) - (&,i(E), vn, + 
v,,,(e))11 < 6 for all I E I < eo, where ll(h 411 = I h I + II x II. 
Now for each ( E ( < co we have 
110 + v(c) = pnc + &$) + v?$) + @;b> 9Jnr , 
where 
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where Gn,.N and Gn,.R are defined by Eqs. (11) and (12). Consequently 
IN+ $+,) - (k&)9 %,(~))ll 
Then by Eqs. (13)-(16) and subtracting we obtain 
a IIN+ w:;(E)) - (&,k), %&)Il < I 4$4l + HII 4$>ll + I wi$>l,. 
Therefore 
406 
Hence 
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Remark. In applications it is advisable to use /\o (if it is known) instead of 
A,,$ in the iteration scheme to reduce the error. If uO is also known it is best to 
find a basis where x,, = ua . 
Suppose now that L is a bounded linear operator and that us = x,, , where 
u~EN(&,Z-L) d an x0 is the first element of the basis of X. In addition we 
assume the existence of a subsequence (n$} such that 
H2a. The &,I - P,$ are one-one maps of R(A,,I - P,,,L)* onto R(AJ - 
P,,,L), with uniformly bounded inverse. 
Then Theorem 6 will be valid without assuming H3. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose L is bounded, u, = x0, and L satisjies H2a. Then there 
exists a neighborhood of zero such that for all E in the ne&hborhood, the solutions 
($k), x,,,(4) = (Xn,(4 duo+ w,((4) of Eq. (3) W-t@ from 41 co-x? 
untjhm’y to the solution (h(e), X(C)) of Eq. (1). Moreower, the solutions (A,,,(c), x,,(e)) 
can be found by the iteration scheme of Theorem 4, where A,,, = A,, . 
Proof. By Theorems 6 and 4 it suffices to show that L satisfies H3. The proof 
that the Q$, are uniformly bounded is almost immediate. 
Since 
and the factors on the right-hand side are uniformly bounded the result follows. 
To prove the last part of H3 we first note that 
(/\d - L) Q*x = (AJ - L) Qn*,x, XEXn,, (18) 
where Q* is the projection of X onto R&I-L). This follows by applying 
AJ - L to each term of the equality 
x = Qx + 12*x = Qnp + Q&x, 
whereQ =1-Q*. 
Next we show that the &,I - Q*P,$ are one-one maps of Q*X,,* onto Q*X,,( 
with uniformly bounded inverses. For a basis element x, E X%, , Q*x, = Xi - CY~X,, 
and so Q*X,, _C X,,, . If x,y~Q*x,* and x # y then as x,~ER(A,,I-L) 
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it follows that (~-L&c-y) # 0. By Eq. (18) we have P&J-L)Q$x -y) # 0, 
and so (,!J - L) P,,(~ - L) Qz,(x - y) # 0. Again by Eq. (18) it follows that 
(&,I -L) Q*P,&Z - L)(x - y) # 0. Therefore &I - Q*PntL is a one-one 
map of Q*X,( onto itself. Thus by Eq. (18) for x E Xn, , Q*Qa,x = Q*x and 
Q:*Q*x = Q:,x- 
If (&,I - Q*Pm,L);’ is the inverse of &,.I - Q*P,,,L on Q*Xn, then 
G'd - Q*P,,LL1 = Q*(&J - P,,L);;’ Q;, . (19) 
Indeed for x E 9*X,,, , 
(Ad - Q*P&) Q*Vd - Pn,G' Qn*,x 
= Q*@d - Pnj4 Q*(Xd - PnjXzl Q:,x 
= Q*Od - C&L) &I - Pn,LC Qn*,x 
= Q*Qf,x = Q*x = x. 
Therefore as the right side of Eq. (19) 
are uniformly bounded. 
is uniformly bounded the (,+,I - Q*P,,+)$ 
To finish our proof we use the equalities 
Q*x = (Ad - Q*P,$L);= Q*(h,I - P,(L) x, XEX,,? 
and for x E X, , t 
0:,x = Qn*,Q*x = Qn*,Q*(Xd - P,<L) (AJ - Q*P&-,~ Q*s 
= P&J - L) (A,,Z - Q*P,<L);‘Q*x. 
Now for x E R&J - L), since there is a y E R(&J - L) such that x = ()bl -L) y, 
we see 
Q:&,x = P&J - L) (Ad - Q*P,&L1 Q*Pn,x 
= P,,(nd - L) W - Q*Pn,X Q*Pn@d - L) Y 
= P&J - L) @,,I - &*I',, L)-,l Q*PJhd - L) (K<Y + (I - K,) Y) 
= P&J - L) Q*%Y 
t J-'&d - L) (Ad - Q*Pn,W Q*Pn,Od - 4 (I - Pn,) Y. 
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By uniform boundedness the term 
Pn,Od - 4 (4J - Q*Pn&L' Q*Pn,Pd - L) (I- Pn,) Y -+ 0 
as n, -+ co. Furthermore, since 
y = $ a=~,,= f a,,Q*x,, 
?Z=O A=1 
we have 
Q*Pn,y = Q*Pn, ( f a,,Q*x.) = Q* (z a,Q*x,, + wo) =f$ a,Q*x, . 
?I=1 n=1 
Consequently Q*P,,,y + y as ni + co. Therefore, since 
II R#ol- L) Q*&,Y - W - L) Y II 
< It Pn,(ho~ - 4 (Q*-%,Y - r>ll + II P,$d - 0 Y - (hoI - 4 Y II 
implies 
/ima II P,,(hd -L) Q*P,*Y - (hoI - L) y II = 0, 
it follows that H3 is satisfied and the theorem is proved. 
Suppose now that L is not bounded but is closed; then: 
THEOREM 8. If L is closed, x0 = u, , xi E R&J -L), i = l,..., and L 
satisfies H2a, then the conclu.&ms of Theorem 7 are valid. 
Proof. We must show that H3 is satisfied. But it is clear that by our hypo- 
thesis that Qt, = Q*Pm, and so H3 holds and we are done. 
2. EQUATION WITH COMPACT LINEARIZED PART 
When L is compact, we show that one does not need to assume that Hl-H3 
are satisfied. Consider the equation 
Xx + &Ix = Lx + G(& x), (20) 
where A and L are compact linear maps of X into X with a simple eigenvalue h, , 
that is, dimN(hl+/\A-L) = 1 and for 0 #q,~N(&,lf&,A-L), 
Luo 4 R&J + &,A - L) [9, pp. 260-2611, and where G(h, x) is continuously 
differentiable and satisfies Eq. (2). We also assume that I + A is a linear homeo- 
morphism of X onto X. Thus X, is also a simple eigenvalue of (I + A)-lL 
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[9, pp. 260-2611. Such equations can arise in the solution of two-point boundary 
value problem, as is seen in Section 3. 
We will show that A,, is a bifurcation point of Eq. (20) and that without any 
further assumptions the solution can be approximated as before. But first we 
review some results on collectively compact operators. 
Let B, = {x E X j [I x [I < r}. We say that a collection of operators {K,) are 
collectively compact if u K,(BJ is compact. The following results on collec- 
tively compact operators were obtained in the proof of [2, Theorem 21. 
THEOREM 9. Let K and {KJ be a collection of collectively compact linear 
operators such that K,x -+ Kx for all x E X, and K has a simple eigenvalue ,Bo 
with corresponding normal eigenvector yo . Then there e.xist an 01 and N > 1 such 
that for all n > N, K, has a unique simple eigenvalue j3, in p,, - a, f10 + a] with 
corresponding normal esgenvector qn and 
(9 9% -+ 909 
(ii) A - PO , 
(iii) X = N&J - K,) @ R&I - K,), 
(iv) /3,J - K, are one-one maps of R&J - K,) onto R&I - K,) with 
uniformly bounded inverse. 
(v) If Q,, is the canonicalprojection of X onto N&I - K,) then Qnx -+ Qx 
for all x E X, where Q is the projection of X onto N&I - K). 
Suppose X has a basis x0, x1 ,... with X,, and P, defined as in Section 1. 
One can readily prove that for K compact and linear 
LEMMA 10. limn+m /I P,,K - K/I = 0. 
Proof. See [1, p. 81. 
Thus we can show 
LEMMA 11. If K is a compact linear operator then (P,KP,) are collectively 
compact. 
Proof. We first show that (J P,K(&) is compact. Let (Pm(n,Kyln) be any 
sequence in u P,K(B,). We show it that contains a convergent subsequence. 
If m(n) < CO the sequence is contained in a finite-dimensional space, and so it 
must contain a convergent subsequence. If m(n) is unbounded then we can find 
a subsequence {nS} such that {KY,,} is a Cauchy sequence and m(n,) ---f co. Let 
F > 0. There exists an N such that for n, , n, > N \I KY,,, - Km, I] < 43, and 
by Lemma 10, 11 P,(,6,Kys, - Km, /I = 43, e = i, j. Hence for n3 , n, > N 
II Kz(n,6~n, - Pm(n<%~n, II 
G II %(n3,K~n, - KY~, II + II KY,, - Km, II + II KY,, - Pm(n~Kyn, II 
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Hence u P,K(B,) is compact. Then fork > sup{]/ P,, Ii}, U P,K(B,) is compact. 
As lJ P,JCP,,(&) _C u P&B,) it is compact and our lemma is proved. 
In [ 1, pp. 6-n it was show that 
LEMMA 12. Suppose K and {K,,} are collectively compact, linear operators 
K,,x + Kx for x E X, and (I - K)-1 exists. Then for all s@ckntly large n, the 
(I - K&l exist and are unijormly bounded, (I - K&lx --t (I - K)-lxfor x E X 
and (I - K,J-lx converges unaformly to (I - K)-lx for x in a compact set. 
We can now prove that for our A: 
LEMMA 13. For all suJkiently large n, 
(i) the (I + P,,AP,,)-1 exist and are uniformly bounded, 
(ii) if K, = (I + P,AP,,)-lP,LP, and K = (I + A)-IL then {K,,} and K 
are collectively compact and K-x -+ Kx for x E X. 
Proof. Statement (i) follows from Lemmas 11 and 12. That K,,x + Kx 
follows from (i) and Lemmas 11 and 12. To show that the K, are collectively 
compact we note that U P,Lp,(B1) is compact and (I + P,,AP,,)-lx converges 
uniformly to (I + A)-lx on U P,LB,(BJ. Then an argument similar to that of 
Lemma 11 can be used to show that the K, are collectively compact. 
THEOREM 14. There exist a, q, , N>Osuchthatforn>N,AI+XP,,A- 
P,,L has a unique simple eagenvalue )L, in [)b - 01, & + U] with corresponding 
normal etgenvector v,, and h, is a bzfurcation point of the equation 
X(I + P,A)x = P,,Lx + P,G(X, x) (21) 
over IR x X, . The br$urcating solutions (h,(e), xJE)) are continuous, b(O) = h, , 
x,(e) = 4~~ + G(E)), 44) E WJ - (I + P,APP PJ)* , ad ~~(0) = 0. 
Moreover, the solutions (h,(e), xJQ)) converge uniformly to the bifurcating solutions 
(h(444> of Iw20)* 
Proof. The first part of the theorem follows from Theorem 9 and Lemma 13. 
Equations (20) and (21) are equivalent to the equations 
Ax = (I + A)-lLx + (I + A)-lG(h, x), 
hx = (I + P,,AP,)-lP,,Lx + (I + P,AP,)-IP,G(X, x). 
Thus by applying Lemma 13 and Theorem 9 and repeating the proofs of 
Theorems 3 and 6, where L and P,L are replaced by (I + A)-lL and 
(I + P,AP,J-lP%L, respectively, the theorem follows. 
It is clear from the proof of Theorem 14 that 
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THEOREM 15. L(E) und ,,( ) v E can be found as the limits of the ftfnctionr defined 
by the iteration scheme 
h?‘(E) = A, ) By(E) = 0, 
Abfl)(E) = A, + A&&‘(c), E(qJn + V:‘(c)), 
(q’(c) I - Q;(l+ PnAPn)-’ P,L) .;+l)(e, = G,Jh;)(+ 4~~ + v:‘(4)), 
where 
and 
Gn,Jk 4 = Q,*(I + PnAf’J1 PnG(h 4, 
with Q,, the canonical projection of X,, onto N&Z - (I + P%AP,,)-lP,L) and 
Q; =1-Q*. 
3. BIFURCATION OF TWO-POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
As an application of our theory we consider the real nonlinear two-point 
boundary value problem 
L-v =. 5 a,(t) djy/dtg == ha(t) y +f(h, t, y ,..., y(“‘)), O<t<77, 
+O 
WI-1 
B,Y = C (~'GY'~'(O) + N,,Y'~'(~ 
k=Q 
(j = I,..., m), 
where Mjk and Njk are real constants, y(t), a(t), and the a,,(t) are real valued 
continuous scalar functions for 0 < t < n, a(t) + 0 for 0 < t 9 71, a,(t) = 1, 
and f(h, t, y,... ~1”)) is a real-valued continuously function of VI + 3 variables. 
We also assume that fyo)(h t, 0 ,..., 0) = 0 for j = 0, l,..., m, and fh(h, t, 
y,..., ~(~1) = o(~~=, )y(i) 1) uniformly for t and A in compact intervals. For 
convenience the boundary condition is denoted as By. 
We show that under suitable conditions the eigenvalues of the linearized 
problem are bifurcation points, But first we must give a few preliminary defini- 
tions. For u E L2(0, P), we take (1 u Ilo = (Ji u*(t) dt)li2. We will let H, be the 
Hilbert space 
H, = (u E Lz(O, GT) u(n)(t) E L2(0, r)} 
with the norm /I u jln = (c,“=, ]I IL(~) j1i)1/a, and for 7t > m - 1 we take H,,O = 
(u~H,[Bu=O}.WedefineC,=(u~H,\u tn) is continuous) with the norm 
Ill u IL = X;-o (SUPW<, I ~"'(t)l) and f or n > m - 1 by C,a we mean the space 
C,O = C, n H,O. 
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THEOREM 16. Suppose A,, is an isolated et&nvalue of the linear problem 
LY = W)y, By = 0, 
of odd algebraic multiplicity [13, pp. 16-211. If a(t), a,(t) E Cl, j = O,..., m, 
and f is twice continuously differentiable, then A, is a bifurcation point of the two- 
point boundary problem in the space Hi,, . 
The proof is given after some preliminary lemmas. It is well known that 
LEMMA 17. The canonical embedding of H, into C,-, or H,-, is compact and 
for u E H, 
where cl and dl are independent of u. 
Proof. The first part of inequality (22) is trivial. To show the last part it 
suffices to show II/ u )\I,, < a jl u l/r . Now for u E Hl there exist tl , t, E [0, m] 
such that I WI = Ill u lh and 1 u(t,)l = rnin,$,~~ 1 u(t)l. Hence 
Ill aI G I @I) - &Jl + I &)l 
G / l:‘u’(t)dt j + (~ua(t)d,)lil 
G a II Wlh 
and (22) follows. Moreover, by inequality (22) and the Arzela-Ascoli lemma it 
follows that the embeddings are compact. 
Suppose now that the boundary value problem Ly = 0, By = 0 has a Green’s 
function G(t, T) (see [5, Chap. 71 for its properties). Let Gu = si G(t, T) U(T) d7. 
LEMMA 18. G is a compact map of H,O into H,O and 1) Gy Ilrn < c2 11 y Ilo . If 
a,(t) E C, , j = O,..., m - 1, then G is a compact map of Hk,, into HL,, and 
II GY llm+x < 4 II Y 111 . 
Proof. If Gy = U, then 
dJu/dtj = 
I 
n (8G(t, 7)/M) y(T) dT, j = 0, I,..., m - 1. 
0 
Hence )I ~(1) (lo < a, IIy IJo for j = O,..., m - 1 (see [IO, pp. 78-791, where a, is 
independent of y. In addition 
dmu/dtm = -y(t) - c a,(t) d%/dt3 
1=0 
(23) 
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ad so again have IIdm) Ilo < a, y Ilo . Therefore II GY IL 9 c2 II Y Ilo < c2 II Y IL , 
and so by Lemma 17 it follows that G is compact. Similarly if u,(t) E C, , we have 
by differentiating Eq. (23) [( z@+lJ [I,, < a,,, I[ y \(r and as a result // Gy [lm+i < 
d, (1 y )I1 . Consequently G is a compact map of Hi+r into itself. 
We can now give the 
Proof of Theorem 16. By hypothesis h,, is an isolated eigenvalue. Hence, except 
for eigenvalues, there exists a Green’s function for each A for (L - Xa)y = 0, 
By = 0 [5, p. 1921. Without loss of generality we can assume that X = 0 is not 
and eigenvalue of L. Otherwise we just consider the equivalent problem 
LY + 4)Y = /WY t f(S + E, t,y,-,Y(m)), 
By = 0, 
where /3 = I\ - E for some small E. Let G(t, 7) be the Green’s function for 
Ly = 0, By = 0 and let Gy = ji G(t, 7) y(7) dT. Then our problem is equivalent 
to solving the equation 
y = My +qky) 
for y E H,,,+l , where A and F are defined by 
(24) 
-4y = -Guy and F(h, y) = -Gf(A, , .\‘,..., ycnr’). 
By Lemma 18, A is a compact linear operator and F(X, y) is a continuously 
differentiable map. Moreover, it is clear that F(h, y), F,(h, y) = o(lj y 11,+J for X 
near h, . As -GL = I it follows [9, pp. 260-2611 that l/)b is an eigenvalue of A 
of odd multiplicity. Hence by standard bifurcation results h, is a bifurcation point 
of Eq. (24) [II, 151. 
From the proof of Theorem 16 it follows that if f IS independent of ytm), then 
without assuming a(t) and the u,(t) are differentiable we have 
THEOREM 19. Let h, be us in Theorem 16. yf(x, t, y ,..., y(“)) = f(h, t, y ,..., 
y@‘-l)), that is, f is independent ofy trn), then A, is a bifurcation point of the two-point 
boundary rulue problem. 
From the proof of Theorem 18 and by Theorem 14 we can give the following 
constructive method for approximating the bifurcating solutions when h, is a 
simple eigenvalue. 
Let G(t, 7) be the Green’s function for Ly = 0, By = 0 and choose a basis 
{xJ of H,O where j is greater than the highest-order derivative which appears in f. 
It is desirable that the x, be the eigenvectors of cz-lL to reduce computation 
errors and ease calculations. For each large enough n let X, = span&, ,..., xn} 
and find the eigenvalue l/X, of P,Gu closest to l/X,, and let v’n be the corre- 
sponding unit eigenvector. Let Q,, be the canonical projection of H,o onto 
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N(A,,P,,G - I) and let Q* = I - Q,, . Then apply the iteration scheme of 
Theorem 4 to find the solution of the equation 
A-ly = -P,,Gay - A-lGf(h, t, y ,..., yes)), Y~JL, 
for h near h, and y near 0. The solutions (A,(E), EV* + EWE) will converge 
uniformly in Cf-i , to the solutions (A(E), 6% + “W(E)) of the two point boundary 
value problem. To reduce the approximation error one should replace h, by h, 
in the iteration scheme. 
In general it is quite ditlicult to compute the Green’s function for L. We will 
therefore give some alternate approaches. 
Suppose that y(m) = 0, By = 0 has a Green’s function K(t, T). If it exists 
it is relatively easy to calculate. Then proceed as before but now apply the 
iteration scheme of Theorem 15 to the equation 
77+-l 
y = -P,,K - z a&)y(*) -t Aa y -tf(h 4 Y~.~.~Y(~)) 1 . 
Note that it is readily verified that K(Cy=i’ air(*)) is compact. 
As our final approach for the case where f = f(h, t, y), we let R be the 
closure of C,O in H, . Suppose we can find a basis (x8} of g such that {xz} C Cl0 
and in addition for y E span{x,}, f(h, t, y) E g. Then if (a(t))-lL satisfies 
HI-H3 we can apply the iteration scheme of Theorem 4 to the equation 
AY = P&(WL~ - @W-W, t, y))- 
4. NUMERAL RESULTS 
We report some calculations on the problems 
Y” = qr + Y”), w4 
y” = Xsiny, WI 
Y” = 4Y + Ph (25c) 
with the boundary conditions y(0) = y(r) = 0. All three cases can be 
formulated as 
Y” = YY +f(Y>h Y(O) = Y(4 = 0, 
where f(y) is y2, sin y - y, and y3, respectively. The eigenvalues and eigen- 
functions of the linearized problems corresponding to Eq. (25) are well known 
to be {-i*} and {sin it} respectively for i = 1,2, 3,... . It is easily seen that 
{sin it}& C Cl0 forms a basis for E, where Cl0 and i7 are as defined in the 
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previous section. For the functions f(y) being considered, hf(y) E i? and 
satisfies Eq. (2). Furthermore, at each eigenvalue, the differential operator in 
question has the properties Hl-H3, with respect to the basis {sin it>. Thus we 
can apply the iteration scheme of Theorem 4 to the equation 
AY = PAY” - hf(YN* (26) 
P, is the projection onto the subspace spanned by {sin it}rSl and is defined by 
P,x = i a, sin it, 
2=1 
where OL, = (2/n) Jo” ( ) x s sin is ds. For any given eigenvalue A, = -k2 the 
solution is taken to be of the form 
A 
y = E sin kt + 1 a, sin it , 
Z=l I 
,#P 
(27) 
and the problem is reduced to finding X(E) and U,(E). Substituting this expression 
into Eq. (26) and equating coefficients we get 
f EU, sin jt sin it dt, i = l,..., 71, 
3=1 
where a, = 1. This n-dimensional, nonlinear system is then solved for discrete 
values of c as follows, 
A,,(E) = k2, 44 = 0, 
&+1(~) = k2 - E-1X,(c) (+) 1 f (f HZ,,,(E) sin jt) sin kt dt 
3=1 
Q,.,,+~(E) = -[(h,(e) - i2) c1-l X,,,(E) (+) [f (i ca3,m(c) sin jt) sin it dt, 
34 
wherei = l,..., n, i # k, anda,,,isalways 1. 
For the actual implementation, the integrals above were computed using 
standard routines and requiring lo-* accuracy. The iterations were stopped 
using a simplistic estimate of the point of diiinishing returns, namely, when 
and 
I ai,,+d~~ - Qt.&I G 10” for all i = l,..., #. 
This criterion was satisfied in all cases tested after two to seven iterations. 
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TABLE IV 
f(y) = siny -y, --A, = 1, n = 10 
e 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 
03 4.1667 E-8 3.3336 E-7 1.1252 E-6 2.6675 E-6 5.2108 E-6 
06 1.5624 E-13 5.0003 E-12 3.7977 E-l 1 1.6007 E-10 4.8863 E-10 
a7 5.8103 E-19 8.7787 E-17 1.5276 E-15 1.1429 E-14 5.4533 E-14 
aa 5.8799 E-19 1.9170 E-18 -1.5906 E-18 4.5707 E-18 7.8714 E-18 
--A 1.000050002 1.000200025 1.000450127 1.000800401 1.001250977 
Error 7.22-E-12 3.10 E-l 1 1.91 E-11 2.87 E-l 1 2.37 E-l 1 
0 12n/50 9rrl50 14s/50 12?r/50 8~150 
TABLE V 
f(y) = sin y - y, --X0 = 4, n = 10 
B 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 
a0 4.1667 E-8 3.3336 E-7 1.1252 E-6 2.6675 E-6 5.2108 E-6 
G3 1.5623 E-13 5.0003 E-12 3.7977 E-l 1 1.6007 E-10 4.8863 E-10 
-A 4.000200008 4.000800101 4.001800508 4.003201602 4.005003909 
Error 2.89:E-11 1.23 E-10 7.63 E-l 1 1.13 E-10 9.47 E-l 1 
0 6rr/50 5*/50 7Tr/50 6~150 377l/50 
TABLE VI 
f(y)-= ys, -A, = 1,1? = 10 
E 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 
a3 -2.4993 E-7 - 1.9979 E-6 - 6.7341 E-6 - 1 5933 E-5 -3.1046 E-5 
% 3.1231 E-12 9.9779 E-l 1 7.5567 E-10 3.1725 E-9 9 6351 E-9 
a7 -3.9026 E-17 -4.9847 E-15 -8.4786 E-14 -6.3158 E-13 -2.9897 E-12 
aa 1.3165 E-21 2.1846 E-19 9.5232 E-18 1.2582 E-16 9.2819 E-16 
-A 0.9997000863 0.9988013786 0.9973069692 0.9952219831 0.9925535360 
Error 1.62 E-11 1.25 E-11 4.31 E-11 4.57 E-l 1 2.86 E-11 
0 742 42 7712 H/2 742 
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TABLE VII 
f(y) = ys, --A, = 4, n = 10 
E 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 
4 -2.4993 E-7 - 1.9979 E-6 - 6.7341 E-6 - 1.5933 E-5 - 3.1046 E-5 
al0 3.1231 E-12 9.9779 E-l 1 7.5567 E-10 3.1725 E-9 9.6351 E-9 
-A 3.998800347 3.995205514 3.989337877 3.980887933 3.970214144 
Error 9.85 E-11 5.03 E-l 1 1.85 E-10 2.91 E-10 6.20 E-10 
e 12n/50 38~150 13ny50 12~150 13a/50 
Computations were performed in single-precision arithmetic, on a CDC 
CYBER-73 machine. Partial output of sample runs are presented in Tables I-VII. 
The numbers in these tables have rounded accuracy in their last digit; n is the 
number of basis elements used. 
For Eq. (25a) and --h, = 1, the coefficients a,, , i # 2, are not listed since 
they were always computed to be relatively close to 0, of the order of 10-l* 
or less. One can prove by induction that the a,, are in fact zero. Similarly for 
(25b) or (25~) with --h, = K2, all the coefficients a, = 0, unless j = K(2i + 1) 
for i = 0, I,... . 
For Eqs. (25b) and (25~) the fact thatf(y) is odd implies that a,(<) is an odd 
function of E for all i, namely, a,(~) = -u,(-•). This was confirmed by the 
numerical data obtained, which are therefore not tabulated. Similarly, for the 
same equations h(e) was found to be an even function of E, as expected. Concerning 
the values of h(c) the cases tested cover the whole spectrum of possibilities. As 
expected by standard theory [3, p. 153; 17, Corollary 2.71 for Eq. (25a) and 
--h, = 1 we obtained values of h(e) both above and below )b; for Eq. (25b), 
where f(y) has the leading term -y3/6, we obtained X(c) always below &,; and 
for Eq. (25c), with f(y) = y3, we obtained h(e) always above h, . There seems 
to be no ready explanation for the case of Eq. (25a) with --h, = 4, since the 
integral Ji (sin 2t)2 sin 2t dt is zero. 
For fixed E, after we approximated U,(E) and h(e), we used them to obtain a 
measure of the deviation of Eq. (25) from equality; i.e., we computed 
for 
y = E fJ U,(E) sin it 
a=1 
for 
ma I Y” - A(4 (Y +f(~)>l 
t = in-/SO, i = o,..., 50. 
This quantity is tabulated as Error in the tables. The 0 entry following it gives 
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the point where this maximum takes place. It is interesting to note that either 
the value of 0 was the same for all the E or it was the same for f~, or the 6 values 
for +E and --E complemented each other to n. 
As is apparent from the theory our technique is efficient for small l . No crucial 
deterioration of results took place when E was increased up to fl.O in the case 
of Eq. (25b) or Eq. (25~). However, for Eq. (25a), n had to be increased to 40 
when E was taken as 50.1, to obtain results comparable to the ones tabulated. 
Finally, to compare our results with those reported by Weiss [16], the following 
procedure was followed. Using the discrete values of ai and X(C) which resulted 
in the case of Eq. (25a), n = 10, E = f(O.Ol)i, i = 1,2 ,..., 5, we obtained by 
Lagrange interpolation X and a, as polynomials in E. We then found the appro- 
priate root E, of h(c) = X, , where X, is the value of X corresponding to the Ah 
values used by Weiss. The values Ed and a,(~,) were then used in Eq. (27) to 
compute y at the point CT/~. In each case, our results were better than the ones 
Weiss obtained by solving a difference system with 80 grid points, and very close 
to the ones he obtained with 160 grid points. 
It is clear that our approach makes apparent many interesting characteristics 
of the solutions which are not readily seen by other methods. For example, 
it can be seen from our tables that if (X, y(t)) is a solution near (X, , 0) of Eq. (25b) 
(Eq. (25~)) then (4X,y(2t)) is a solution near (4X,, 0). Rut this is not the case 
for Eq. (25a). 
Remark. After this work was completed R. J. Magnus’ paper [12] was 
brought to our attention. In it he proves, under more general conditions, a 
theorem similar to our Theorems 16 and 19. 
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